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A Course in Cramming:
The Weapons They Brought to West Virginia
Story and photos by Scott Mintale - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The fact is there isn't usually a lot of
action during the summer months in
rural West Virginia.
You can count the fireflies in the
evening, take to the hills with a gun like
a character in one of the late Breece
D'J Pancake's excellent short stories,
fold a pinch of Skoal under your lower
lip, drink some beer, or maybe go
fishing. If you're male, single, and have
a taste for big-city action, forget it.
Single, unattached women In those
parts are about as common as olive
trees in Canada.
Last July a ten-member platoon of
martial artists was recruited in Flint,
Michigan and dispatched to Camp Shami-del-eca on the banks of the Greenbrier River outside Lewisberg, West Virginia. They had a pickup truck, a van, a
couf!lle of power mowers and chain

saws, and about ten days in which to
prepare the somewhat ramshackle
camp for the arrival of Remy Presas,
their master instructor and the founder
of modern arnis. For nine days the crew
swept, mopped, carried, hammered,
sawed, and arranged. And then they
began to want a little recreation. Rare
though they were, single young ladies
were likely to show up at a certain
private club not far from the camp.
Learning this, three of the young men
went off to Investigate and had no trouble gaining admittance.
Jeff Arnold, arnis black belt and one
of two main organizers of the camp, explained what happened on their arrival.
"Well , me and this guy named
George were standing around talking
when this water hit us in the face," Arnold reported. ''So we started lookinp

Arnis instructor and camp co-organizer
Jeff Arnold puts a group through a morning workout at Camp Sha·mi-del-eca.

around for a leaking air conditioner.
Then we noticed that these guys were
laughing at us. So we kind of put two
and two together and concluded they'd
thrown the water. We went into the
bathroom to dry ourselves off. But then,
George, who has a temper, got kind of
bent out of shape. By the time I got out
of the bathroom, George was out there
facing off and telling these three guys
that they shouldn't be messing around
with us-and then to warn this one guy
off when he got aggressive, George
threw a crescent kick-not to hit him or
anything, just to warn the guy off. Well,
George threw a couple of more kicks,
but this one guy kept coming, so
George hit him in the face with a full49

power reverse punch, using complete
hip rotation and everything. The guy
dropped in his tracks. He was out cold
with two black eyes, a broken nose
and a fractured jaw. The guy's buddies
were pretty discouraged by then, so
George walked out and I followed him.
His friends were helping him up when
we left."
The next day George was in town
when one of the campers came to warn
him that the sheriff had been out at the
camp. The sheriff, it turned out, was ex·
tra enthusiastic about handling the
case. In f?ct, the injured fighter, a
young man with some unexpected
medical expenses, was the sheriff's
son!
Hasty justice in the South is not just
a favorite cliche of the movie industry,
so what George did next was perhaps
one of the more prudent things he did
all last summer. He got into his pickup
truck and without much wasted motion
drove back to Michigan.
Meanwhile, the sheriff was out at
the camp, questioning co-organizers
Michael Replogle from Los Angeles
and Jeff Arnold from Flint, Michigan.
When he finally learned that George
had headed for parts north, he even
threatened to bring charges that would
result in George's extradition from

Michigan. By now, just to keep things
interesting, camp guests were begin·
nlng to arrive.
There is a rumor that the best arnis·
trained martial artists in the world are
airline stewardesses. Certainly it is true
that Presas spends enough time in the
air to teach a lot of arnis to interested
parties. It is also true that Presas is not
always overly shy about displaying his
art to gratify simple curiosity. In any
event, for Presas, the Sha·mi·del·eca
Camp meant the realization of a longtime ambition, to gather together stu·
dents interested in arnis and teach
them intensively over a period of a
week or more. Presas, who has a reputation for being able and willing to
teach his art at a faster rate than anybody can hope to absorb it, apparently
wanted to see what his saturation
method of teaching would accomplish
on a group of people over a slightly
longer time sequence.
To realize this ambition, he enlisted
the help of arnis black belts Replogle
and Arnold. On hand to provide the
camp itself was self-made millionaire,
financial consultant and martial artist
Richard Stewart .
Presas teaches that which applies to
sticks also applies to empty hands.
Below, time out for a group shot.

Concentration and stretching were very
much the order of the day.

Now for the 60 or so students who
enrolled to learn all they could of arnis.
a typical morning began with an 8:00
a.m. breakfast. {At first, morning runs
preceded breakfast. But it was found
that the running tended to take its toll
on students before the end of the day
and the runs were subsequently eliminated.) Each morning after breakfast
students assembled in the open-air
training hall to absorb as much martial
art as they could in one 24-hour period.
The art of arnis usually associated
with rattan sticks about 24 inches long,
incorporates not only sticks, but short
swords, empty hands, joint locks and
takedowns. Beginners were taught
basic angles of attack, defense against
those angles with and without sticks,
and given new material almost before
they'd grasped the earlier; this is the
Presas style of instruction. Keep giving
them new stuff until they're saturated;
then add bits of review with more new
50

elements introduced. Advanced students were given one-on-one instruction and then sent in among the beginners to help with the basics.
A black belt in shotokan karate,
Presas has typically preferred to
restrict his teaching of arnis to that
which could be taught with the sticks
to American people already familiar
with karate and kung fu. To promote
this stick-and-weapon aspect of his art,
Presas formed the International Arnis
Federation to teach what he calls
modern arnis.
To a handful of full-time students,
however, Presas taught more than
stick-related elements, including as
many as ten stick forms and emptyhand kata. Recently, he has approved
the teaching of these forms and other
elements on a broader scale. Subsequently, Presas has encouraged students Arnold and Replogle to begin
ordering the disparate elements that he
has taught them, allowing them to
combine arnis with the tae kwon do
styles both Replogle and Arnold have
studied. Thus, the organized elements
of arnis, combined with tae kwon do
rudiments, have become (under Arnold
and Replogle) American arnis.
Students completing the one week
program to the satisfaction of Presas,
Replogle, and Arnold were awarded
basic instructor's certificates and
authorized on their return home to
t ~ ach beginning arnis. Those who completed the two-week program were
awarded advanced instructor cerCamp owner Richard Stewart Is considering turning his multi-building camp into a
year-around martial arts training facility.

tificates.
The typical day, beginning right
after breakfast, called for a lunch break
at 12:00 and a dinner break at 6:00. All
day long could be heard the sound of
clacking sticks from somewhere in the
camp. Often, dinner signaled only a
pause in the fascination and determination of students. Some worked out
in the grass by the light of the moon,
while others turned on the lights in the
training hall and worked until midnight.
You might have expected that students at the camp would share some
attributes. In fact, most campers were
mate and under 30. Beyond these
characteristics there was spectacular
variation. There was a plastic surgeon
from Virginia, a farmer from Iowa, a
very traditional teacher of Japanese karate who didn't want it known that he'd
been there, a tae kwon do student from
the East Coast who felt the same, even
a modern-day bounty hunter, whose job
consisted of investigating, tracking,
and recapturing fugitives from a state
in the Midwest.
The state officer said he made it a
matter of policy to learn as much about
every sort of martial arts weapon as he
could. "The reasons for that.are two,"
he explained. " One, I'll be better able to
defend myself against some of the
shifty characters I'm dealing with. Two,
I'll have a better idea of what sort of
things he might try to use against me."
If for most people attending the camp
was a vacation, tor this investigator, it
was at least an expenses-paid hiatus.
He smiled with satisfaction. "The
government considers that the more I
know about weaponry and such the

better I'll be able to do my job."
There were other reasons for learn.ng arnis, too. Several of the students
at the camp calculated that with authorization from Presas, they would be
able to offer unique martial arts instruction on retur.ning to their respective homes. They would have, therefore,
not only the satisfaction and pleasure
that comes from learning basic arnis
skills, but something to market to students and prospective students at local
martial arts schools.
As an unusual added feature, camp
owner Stewart offered the basics of a
financial planning and a management
program to students who were seeking,
among other things, financial success
from the martial arts. As an investment
counsellor to a number of the independently wealthy, Stewart spent considerable time during the first evenings
mapping out a path to financial success for the interested martial artists.
"Gone are the days," Stewart said,
''when martial artists lived in temples
and masters could spread their knowledge without the worry of mere economic survival. We live now in an age
governed by economics. The martial
artist who wants to live his art, to teach
and give his knowledge to others, still
must somehow survive in our society."
Whether or not all the martial artists
at Camp Sha-mi-del-eca were fully able
to take advantage of Stewart 's financial advice and administrative knowhow, there is little doubt that Remy
Presas opened the floodgates of his
own 40 years in the martial arts and
gave them the instruction they came
for.
Continued on page 77
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A C()urse in Cramming:
The Weapons They Brought to West Virginia
Contlned from page 51

Said Trey Butriss of Westlake, Ohio,
" Every day after each workout-three
or four depending on the day-1 write

The bigwigs gather for a grin. Left to right,
Stewart, Presas, Replogle and Arnold.

all the techniques he (Presas) taught us
in the order in which he taught . . . Right
now I have about 50 pages of notes
after only four days of training."
" In the past year and a half," added
one of the few female students, " I have
studied tae kwon do . .. I managed to
learn basic stances, punches, kicks,
and one kata. In less than a week, training with Mr. Presas, I've learned five
kata, three sinawalis (sparring·related
drills), many disarms, angles of attack,
and numerous other techniques."
Just after dinner one night, camp
owner Stewart came out from the dining hall and looked out at the grassy
fields behind the building. "This camp

has been a great experience for us all,"
he said. "In fact, I've been thinking
about trying to turn the camp itself into
a year-around training facility, recruit-

ing instructors and students from all
over the country fQr this kind of intensive training." He nodded to himself.
Then he grinned broadly. "Just think of
all the martial arts I could learn for
free." He sat down on a bench between
the dining hall and the training hall and
bobbed his head toward a young man
going through the rudiments of one of
the sinawalis. " You know who that is?"
Stewart asked.
The journalist shook his head.
"That's the sheriff's son. Michael
Replogle was talking to him during the
upset at the beginning of the camp.
And just in some kind of j.oking, friendly
way said, 'Well, you ought to come over
to the camp and learn how to duck.'
People In this part of the country have a
sense of perspective. I like that."
Kl

